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Abstract. One of the current research on the Semantic Web area
is semantic annotation of information sources. On-line lexical on-
tologies can be exploited as a-priori common knowledge to provide
easily understandable, machine-readable metadata. Nevertheless, the
absence of terms related to specific domains causes a loss of seman-
tics. In this paper we presentWNEditor, a tool that aims at guid-
ing the annotation designer during the creation of a domain lexicon
ontology, extending the pre-existing WordNet ontology. New terms,
meanings and relations between terms are virtually added and man-
aged by preserving the WordNet’s internal organization.

1 INTRODUCTION

The Semantic Web[12] will provide intelligent access to heteroge-
neous and distributed information sources, enabling software agents
to mediate between users’ needs and the ever-expanding number of
on-line data. The heterogeneity of sources involves terminology (dif-
ferent names indicating the same real-word concept), structure (dif-
ferent models/primitives to represent the same concept) and domain
[2, 14]. In addition, the Internet-based environment introduces com-
plicating factors such as organizational and functional aspects of the
information use [17]. Thus, developing intelligent tools for automatic
information integration and data reconciliation is a challenging but
crucial step to carry out the Berners-Lee’s vision of the future Web.

Many Information Integration Systemsusually manage data
sources coming from a particular domain of interest (e.g. medical,
biological, geographical. . . ), so the semantic heterogeneity reconcil-
iation is performed on the basis of a lexicon-specialized reference
ontology. On the contrary, systems able to integrate data from differ-
ent domains, adopt anupper level ontology, which represents a set
of general and well-known concepts, shared by the most part of the
human knowledge.

Current systems usually need human supervisors (integration de-
signers) to handle the complexity of the wholeintegration process
and therefore achieve meaningful results. In particular, the mapping
among the lexicon of each data source and the reference ontology
(the so-calledannotation phase) is one of the most critical step be-
cause it deeply compromises the subsequent phases. For example, if
the reference ontology does not contain a satisfactory meaning for a
concept expressed in a given data source, the designer may annotate
it with a similar one, generating apartial loss of knowledge. On the
other hand, the designer might not annotate the concept at all, with a
total loss of semantics.

In this work, we proposeWNEditor, a tool that aids the integra-
tion designer during the creation of (additional) specific-domain lex-
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ica: the reference ontology is physically extended by introducing new
terms, new meanings and relations between them and/or the existing
ones.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 investigates the inter-
actions between an information integration system and the reference
ontology. In order to clarify our approach we adopt MOMIS [4, 3] as
the representative integration system and WordNet[19] as the com-
mon lexicon ontology. Section 3 describes how to confer the designer
the ability to physically extend WordNet, while Section 4 investigates
several issues about reconciliation between independently-developed
extensions.

2 THE MOMIS/WORDNET INTERACTION

To provide information sources with easily understandable meta-
data, current Semantic Web approaches rely on the a-priori exis-
tence of ontologies. Nevertheless, most ontologies in common use
are too generic and they do not adequately describe the domain of
interest. On the contrary, the MOMIS’s approach aims at synthesiz-
ing a more accurate ontology just involving the sources themselves.
In fact, MOMIS (acronym ofMediator EnvirOnment forMultiple
InformationSources [4, 3]) performs information extraction and in-
tegration from structured and semistructured data sources, both in
static and dynamic environments[4, 3]. By means of MOMIS, a user
can query the integrated sources, without knowing exactly where
they are located and which heterogeneity data degree they present.
The information integration process (Fig. 1) is performed in 5 steps
and produces a conceptualization of the underlying domain, i.e. a
reconciled, integratedGlobal Virtual View (GVV) of (local) data
sources.

1. Heterogeneous data sources are presented to MOMIS in a stan-
dard way: local source schemata are extracted and translated into
ODLI3, a modified version of theObject Definition Language2.

2. Each item of a local source’s schema (class or attribute name) is
manually annotated, i.e. associated to one or more meanings ac-
cording to the WordNet lexicon ontology.

3. MOMIS generates aCommon Thesaurusof the involved local
sources, by incrementally building a set of intensional and exten-
sional relationships, such asschema-derived relationships(auto-
matic extraction of intra schema relationships from each schema
separately),lexicon-derived relationships(inter-schema lexical re-
lationships derived by the annotated sources),designer-supplied
relationships(specific domain knowledge capture) andinferred
relationships(via equivalence and subsumption computation).

2 www.service-architecture.com/database/articles/odmg3 0.html



4. Starting from the Common Thesaurus and the local schemata de-
scriptions, MOMIS generates a global reconciled schema (GVV)
plus sets of mappings on local sources[3].

5. The GVV is annotated by semi-automatically assigning a meaning
to each element of the global schema[3].

During the annotation of local schemata and global schema, the
integration designer is asked to explicitly declare lexical relations be-
tween the items’ names of each schema and proper WordNet mean-
ings3. More precisely, the WordNet-designer interaction is firstly
concerned about the choice of theword form: the WordNet mor-
phological processor stems each name and eliminates suffixes due
to declination/conjugation. Then, given a word form, the designer
has to manually solve possible ambiguities by mapping the given
name on zero, one or more WordNet senses. Thus, when Word-
Net does not contain satisfactory word forms and/or meanings (or
does not contain word forms and/or meanings at all), the item name
is considered unknown and the semantic richness of data sources
is lost because no inter-schema lexicon relationships can be de-
rived. In order to clarify how WNEditor can be exploited to pre-
serve the semantics of sources, we will refer to the running exam-
ple in Tab. 1, whereSource#1is the Document Type Definition of
a XML file about professors and students of a University, while
Source#2represents a relational database storing data about stu-
dents and their activities during apprenticeship. In the annotation
phase, the designer finds the most adequate word forms/meanings
for the items ofSource#1, while two different problems arise from
Source#2. The first is that the designer does not find satisfactory
the meaning associated totutor#1: a person who gives private

instructions (as in singing or acting) ; the second is about
the termtirocinium , which is completely absent from WordNet.

Table 1. Sources to be integrated. Underlined attributes in Source #2 are
primary keys. AK and FK indicate alternative keys and foreign keys.

Source#1

<!ELEMENT University(People*) >
<!ELEMENT People(Professor* |Undergraduate*) >
<!ELEMENT Professor(name, e-mail, rank) >
<!ELEMENT Undergraduate (name, year) >

Source#2

Student(code ,name,phone)
Tutor(id ,name,rank)
Enterprise(name ,address)
Tirocinium(code, name , year, id)

AK: year, code
FK: code references Student, id references Tutor ,
name references Enterprise

3 EXTENDING A REFERENCE ONTOLOGY
WITH WNEDITOR

WordNet represents a huge lexicon ontology written by lexicogra-
phers and inspired to current psycholinguistic theories of human lex-
ical memory.Extending WordNethas the aim to maintain the seman-
tics of the local schemata as much as possible and make the GVV
fully exploitable by external users and other applications.

3 WordNet recognizes that there is a conventional association between word
forms and the concept or meaning they express. Currently, WordNet 2.0 is
available from http://www. cogsci.princeton.edu/˜wn.

Figure 1. Global Virtual View Generation Process in MOMIS [3]

More precisely, we refer to the possibility to introduce new terms
and senses4. Unfortunately, WordNet is distributedas-it-is and ex-
ternal applications are not allowed to directly modify its data files.
Then, the first problem to be faced is how to physically extend the
lexicon ontology and keep sound relations among new concepts and
the already existing ones. After extrapolating the WordNet internal
organization, a relational DBMS (DataBase Management System)
can be used to store data (Tab. 2).

The distinction between original and extended data is achieved by
introducing the table WNEXTENDER, which contains information
about the owner of specific modifications on the reference ontology.

The second problem is concerned to the criticalness of the exten-
sion process due to the complexity of the lexical ontology. Thus, the
designer should have the possibility to perform step-by-step opera-
tions, such as providing definitions for new concepts (glosses) and
building relationsbetween added concepts and the pre-existing ones.

Every WordNet relation holds between two members, asource
synsetand atarget synset. Given a new conceptX as the (fixed)
source synset, the designer should be helped in searching for the
most appropriate target, i.e. in retrieving a list of candidate synsets
{S1, S2. . . , Sn} that share somewhat similarities withX.

Under the assumption thatsimilar enough natural language defi-
nitions should also provide some evidence of concept similarity, we
can obtain the target candidates by exploiting an heuristic known in
literature asdefinition match[1] and applying it to the senses’ defini-
tions (WordNet glosses). We firstly implemented the definition match
technique suggested in [13], adapting it to our specific case:

Definition 1 Let D1 and D2 be the English definitions of two con-
cepts, where D1 is the current sense gloss and D2 is any other defi-
nition of meaning in the reference ontology. Both definitions are sep-
arated into individual words which are compared to an English stop
words list and then stemmed. Remaining words are used to compute
reliability (number of shared words) andstrength(ratio of reliability
to number of words in the shorter definition).

However, our tests showed thatstrength similarity functionwas

4 The example in Tab. 1 is quite simple, since it presents only two
terms/meanings missed in WordNet, but when the designer has to handle
complex integration tasks within highly-specialized domains, there could
the need to define a new vocabulary from scratch. In this case, the designer
can exploit WNEditor for a faster development of specialized lexica.



Table 2. Extrapolation of the WordNet internal organization and its
representation in a relational DBMS.

WNEXTENDER (wnextender id , name, description)
AK: name

WNSYNSET (wn synset id , offset,syntactic category,
word cnt, gloss, wn extender id)
FK: wn extender id references wn extender

WNLEMMA (wnlemma id , lemma, syntactic category,
sense cnt, wn extender id)
AK: (lemma, syntactic category)
FK: wn extender id references wn extender

WNLEMMASYNSET (wn lemma synset id , wn synset id,
wn lemma id, lemma number, sense number, wn extender id)

AK: (wn lemma id, sense number ),
(wn synset id, lemma number)
FK: wn extender id references wn extender
wn synset id references wn synset
wn lemma id references wn lemma

WNRELATIONSHIP (wn relationship id , wn source synset id,
wn target synset id, wn source lemma number,
wn target lemma number, wn relationship type id,
wn extender id)

FK: wn extender id references wn extender
FK: wn source lemma number references wn lemma
FK: wn target lemma number references wn lemma
FK: wn source synset id references wn synset
FK: wn target synset id references wn synset
FK: wn relationship type id references
wn relationship type

WNRELATIONSHIP TYPE (wn relationship type id , symbol,
description, reflex)

AK: symbol

WNREVERSEINDEX (wn reverse index id,
term, wn synset id list)

AK: term

not as sensible as we expected[11]. We modified the strength func-
tion in order to achieve a more quickly growth with the increasing
number of matching words (and a more fine granularity in assigning
similarity scores, too). Several other similarity measures were tested,
and, at last, we chose the function defined as:

Sim(x, y) = 1− exp (−y2

x
) (1)

with the following constraints:

• bothy (number of shared words) andx (number of words in the
shorter definition) assume only discrete values.

• y can never be greater thanx: the maximum match case happens
when the whole shorter definition is included in the longer one;

• x can never assume the value 0. The demorphing algorithm we im-
plemented replaces all the original terms of a gloss in the case that
all of them are stop words. This choice is due to the impossibility,
on the contrary case, to find out in a similarity search meanings
with an onlycommon words definition. y can assume the value 0
when no match between the two definitions is found.

The WNEditor’s philosophy is based on the awareness that the
designer knows the organization in synsets of the WordNet lexicon
ontology and, as shown in Fig. 2, (s)he interacts with it bycre-
ating a new synset, by searching for a synsetor by by writing a
synonym in the synonyms’s meaning(s) panel. For instance, the de-
signer creates a new synset for the noun tirocinium (Fig. 3) by intro-
ducing the glossthe period when a student gets practice and

learns about a field or activity . Then, the designer, through
the Synset Relationship Editor, is asked to pick up some words
that should appear in the target gloss. In our case, we want to re-
late tirocinium with already existing meanings aboutlearning from

practice. Another possible solution is to relate it to the existing
sense ofapprenticeship#1: the position of apprentice. As

Figure 2. WNEditor masks.

far astutor is concerned, the existing meaning is not completely sat-
isfactory, then the more specific sense ”a professor that guides

a student during his apprendiceship/tirocinium ” (Fig. 4) is
added.

In both cases, according to the precision and selectivity of the in-
serted keywords, the result will be more or less satisfactory and of
different size. We implemented similarity search techniques that can
help the designer during the connection of new terms/meanings with
the already existing ones. More precisely, we developed anapproxi-
mate string matchalgorithm to perform the similarity search on the
whole ontology’s network. In this way, we are able to suggest pos-
sible meanings/lemmas to the designer who is not expected to ex-
actly know the words used in glosses’ definitions. The Levenshtein
distance (or edit distance), as the number of deletions, insertions or
substitutions required to transform a string S (source) into a string
T (target), is the implemented similarity measure [16]. The length
of the source string is assumed as the similarity threshold, then only
most similar targets are displayed. The similarity search task is per-
formed by introducing a well-known indexing technique in IR, are-
verse indexthat corresponds to the table WNREVERSEINDEX in
the E/R schema (Tab. 2). Each entry in this table is composed by a
term and a list of all the synset identifiers whose definitions contain
a given term5. The state of the reverse index identifies, at every mo-
ment, the set of terms used within the reference ontology to build
senses’ definitions. It is worth noting that every time a designer in-
troduces/deletes a (new) synset’s gloss, the reverse index is updated
in order to guarantee consistency according to the pre-existing state.

4 RECONCILIATION OF EXTENSIONS

Wandering from a local perspective to a wider distributed environ-
ment, new and different problems about data integration and ontol-
ogy extensions’ exploitation arise. Fig. 5 represents three systems
(A, B and C), each of these exploits MOMIS to perform data integra-
tion. Let us suppose that the designer of system A wants to integrate

5 Each synset gloss length and the position(s) of the terms within the gloss
are also stored to reduce computation time.



Figure 3. WNEditor: creating a new synset.

Figure 4. WNEditor: creating a new sense for a lemma

two data sources coming from B and C, that have been already anno-
tated within their local environment. Then, system A requires source
data’s structures and the WordNet extensions used to annotate them,
i.e. System A temporary loads external WordNet’s extensions into its
own reference ontology. Several aspects have to be investigated to
guarantee the correct exploitation of external WordNet extensions.
Apart from the representation of the lexicon ontology and the issues
about exporting extensions between two or more peers, we focalize
on theontology alignmenttasks. As shown in [18], ontology integra-
tion has to:

• find the overlaps between the two ontologies;
• relate concepts that are semantically close via equivalence and

subsumption relations;
• check the consistency, coherency and non-redundancy of the re-

sult.

In our case, we have to exploit WordNet synsets instead of simple
concepts, thus the most critical phase is the concept alignment, since
it requires to ”understand” the meanings expressed in the glosses’
definitions. We need, at least, a similarity metric to be applied on
whole synsets, including glosses, synonyms’ sets and relationships.
More precisely, system A should be able to divide synsets coming
from B and C into two categories: the ones that already exist in its
own reference ontology and the non-existing ones. Briefly, we have
to test if the synsetsynXalready exists in the system A reference

Figure 5. Peer-to-Peer scenario for WordNet extensions reconciliation

ontology6. Under the assumption that two definitions of the same
concept may share at least one significant word, a first immediate so-
lution is to perform anexact matchon the gloss’ terms and on the
set of synonyms. On the other hand, it could be very rare that two
synsets belonging to two different reference ontologies are defined
in the same manner and/or have a different sense definition but the
same set of synonyms. Thus, we propose anapproximate matching
techniquethat considers both thesyntacticandsemanticsimilarity
between two synsets, i.e. the similarity function can be seen acom-
bination functionfSY M :

Definition 2 Given a query synset Qsyn with a gloss Qgloss whose
length is LQgloss, the set of n synonyms Qlemma1,. . . , Qlemman and
the set of m relations (Qrel1,. . . , Qrelm) involving Qsyn as the source
synset, it is theoretically possible compare it to any other synset of
the reference ontology (candidate target synset Tsyn, with a gloss
Tgloss of lenght LTgloss, a set of p synonyms Tlemmai and a set of q
relations Trelj ) and calculate the combination function:

fSY M (Qsyn, Tsyn) = γfSEM (Qsyn, Tsyn) ∗ fSY N (Qsyn, Tsyn)
(2)

whereγ ∈]0, 1], fSEM (Qsyn, Tsyn) is the semantic contribute from
the similarity between the two meaning definitions while fSY N (Qsyn,
Tsyn) is the syntactic contribute that considers the similarity between
the sets of synonyms.

Going into details about syntactic similarity function, the approxi-
mate text match can be performed on the basis of the edit distance or
the name match[13]. However, the semantic similarity function is the
most important index we can adopt in order to determine whether the
definitions of two concepts express thesameconcept. The function
exploits thedefinition matchapproach. Two different well-known IR
techniques are implemented:vector space model match[1] and La-
tent Semantic Indexing match[8].

It is necessary to point out that the combination formula should
increase with increasing values of the semantic and syntactic simi-
larity functions. Moreover, it should mitigate the syntactic match’s
tendency to grow large quickly (e.g applying a square root compu-
tation)7. Given a synsetQsyn, the tool displays a list of proposed

6 Henceforth, the synset whose existence has to be tested will be referred as
thequery synset.

7 In general theγ value is a-priori defined or obtained though an automated
training.



target synsets only; then, the human supervisor is requested to con-
firm the proposed match. Every time a source synset is confirmed
equal to the reference one, the two objects are superimposed in the
ontology network. Future work will be addressed to design aconflict
resolutionalgorithm, to perform a mapping between the relations’
graph associated to the query network (i.e. the network that relates
the query synset each others) and the underlying relations graph in
the reference ontology.

5 RELATED WORK

According to the Gruber’s definition, an ontology is anexplicit spec-
ification of a conceptualization[9]. The idea beyond this definition
is that the declarative formalization of the domain knowledge starts
from the conceptualization of the domain, that is the identification
of the objects that are supposed to exist in the world and the re-
lationships between them. As discussed in [10], every information
system has its own ontology, according to a particular vision of the
world. The alignment of two different ontologies implies mismatch
resolution[15]. Mismatches may reside at alanguage or meta-model
level, because different mechanisms (syntax, logical representation,
semantics of primitives, language expressivity) are used to define
ontology items (classes) and their relations. Several approaches to
meta-model level mismatches are theSuperimposed MetaModel[5],
OKBC[7] andOntoMorph[6].

In our case, we can assume that no mismatch of the meta-model
level can exist since we are addressing to the issue of aligning two or
more extension of an original lexicon ontology. Despite this, two type
of mismatches are the most possible:conceptualization mismatches
and terminological mismatches8. The first type regards mismatches
in scope, i.e. when two ontology classes seem to represent the same
concept but do not have the same instances, and inmodel coverage
and granularity, i.e. mismatch in the part of the domain covered by
the ontology or the level of detail to which that domain is modelled.
The second type regards mismatches that arise when the same con-
cept is represented by different names in the ontologies (synonym
terms, i.e term mismatch) and when the meaning of a term is dif-
ferent in different context (homonym terms, i.e. concept mismatch).
In particular,Chimaera[18] is an interesting ontology merging and
diagnosis tool. The major supported tasks are the coalesce two se-
mantically identical terms from different ontologies, so the resulting
ontology refers to them with the same name. AlsoPROMPT[20] is
an interactive ontology merging tool that guides the user by making
suggestions, determining conflict and proposing possible solutions.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The need to extend the reference ontology in an integration infor-
mation system is due to the current way in which sources are anno-
tated. In this document, we presented an approach to make possible
the extension of a reference lexicon ontology. The complexity of the
adopted lexicon ontology, i.e WordNet, is handled with a intuitive
an user-friendly graphical tool. Moreover, in order to exploit other
people’s annotation we propose a solution for reconciling two Word-
Net extensions developed by different designers. In future work we
will define a test benchmark to evaluate the quality of the ontology
alignment achieved through the implemented similarity functions.

8 It is necessary to point out that lexicons supply a partial solution about
semantic interoperability, since in the Semantic Web area formal languages
such as description logics are used to make explicit the intended meaning
of concepts.
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